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1. Introduction 
The Post Correspondence Problem, considered first by E. Post in [12], is perhaps 
the most useful problem as far as undecidable properties of formal languages are 
concerned (see, e.g., [8,9,13]). 
It can be formulated as Mows. Let C be an alphabet and let h, g be twlo 
homomorphisms of C *. The Post Correspondence Probiem {PCP for shoj_?) is to 
determine whether or not there exists a sword w in Z’ such that h(w) = g! w ). If 
#C = n, then we say that we dean with the Pwt Corresponchmce iaroblem of lozgfh 
n (PCP(n) for short). 
The set of solutions of an instance of PCP (that is the set of all words saj:si ying 
the equation h(w) = g(w)) is referred to as an equa&ty langzI/age. The “descriptill~nal 
power” of PCP stems from the fact rhat it is able to code computations by arklitrary 
Turing machines. This is reflected in the fact that equality languages form a rtatural 
base in several characterizations of the class of recursively enumerable larlau:ages 
and its various subclasses (see, e.g., [ 1,2,5, MS]). 
One particular aspect of PCP attracted quite a lot of attention. Since it is such 
a simply/ formulated problem of such a SWOII~~ descriptional power, it fol*mns an 
excellent framework for an attempt to formulate a boundary between “decic:iable” 
and “undecidable” (or “computable” and “ploncol~putable”). In other worrls one 
would like to establish as small as possible II such that PCP(u) is un&Gdable and 
as bie, as possible bound k such %at K’P(l) is decidable. Tke slmalles+ poss.ible u 
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so far is 10, which is derivable from a result of Matijasevic (see [3]). As far as I is 
concerned the only available (trivial) observation until now was the fact that PCP( 1) 
is dc.&jable. To establish whether or not PCP(2) is decidable turned out to be a 
challenging open problem. 
me,z are also several results available which establish the decidability or 
undecidability of PCP not depending on the length but rather on other, more 
structural properties of the homomorphisms involved. For example, in [i l] it is 
proved that PCP remains undecidable whell the involved homomorphisms are 
codes. Several interesting results related to PCP can be found in [4] and [l.Oj. 
Irr this Qapzr we consider a more general version of PCP(2) which is defined as 
f&togs. Let 2, d be alphabets, h, g be two homomorphiisms from dc* into d* and 
let aI, bl,, a2, b2 be words over AI. The Generalized Post Correspondence Prablem 
(GPCP for short) is to determine 7whether o  not there exists a word w in X’ such 
that aIh(w)b~ = a2g(w)b2. If #C = n, then we say that we deal with the Generalized 
Post Correspondence Problem of length n (GPCP( n ) for short). 
Note that if we set aI = a2 = bl == b2 = A, then GPCP(n) reduces to PCP(n). 
In this paper we prove that GPCP(2) is decidable (and so PCP(2) is decidable). 
Our proof involves several new techniques to deal with homomorphisms. In par- 
ticular the construct called the equality collecttifa (of two homomorphisms) plays a 
crucial role in this paper; we believe that the theory of equality collectors is worth 
to be investigated on its own. 
Fintily we want to remark thlat the solution of GPCP(2) that we present in this 
PaQer $ a simplified version of t:hle solution presented in [6]. 
In this paper only very basic notions of the formal language theory are needed. 
To fix the notation we specify thie following- For other standard notions and notation 
we refer the reader to, e.g., [a] or [13]. 
We consider only finite alphabets, normally denoted by C. Moreover, in this 
paper C will be binary, say .X = (0, l}, unless explicitly ,tated otherwise. A free 
monoid generated by C is denoted by C* znd its identity, the empty word, by A. 
Let C’ == C* -{A}. Elements of C* are cellled words. For the length of a word x 
we use the notation 1x1. For an integer n, InI denotes its absolute value. The number 
of occurrences of a letter c in a word x is denoted by +$(x). For a finite set A, 
#A denotes its eardinality. ‘Let 2 = {aI, . . * , a,}. The Parikh-mapping q? : C* + N#” 
is defined as usual: for 1 s i s r!, q:he ith component of $(x) equals to #,,(x). 
For two words x and y, X-‘:y (resp. yx-‘) denotes the left (resp. right) quotient 
of J by x. Consequently, if y =:x’z, then z = r-l y, and if x is not a prefix of y, then 
X-‘y is undefined (or, using anzIther formulation, is the empty set of words). 
Certainly, the notions of the quotients can be defined for languages as well. For 
instance, for languages L1 and L2, &$L2 = (2 -. *y ! x E L 1, y E L2}. 
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If a word x is a prefix (resp. proper prefix) of a word y we write x ,pr~f j; (r esp. 
x p-pref y). If either x pref y or y pref x (rlr. sp. x p-pref y or y p-,pref x ) then we 
write x Pref y (resp. x p-Pref y). The notatior. pref (x) denotes the set off all prefixes 
of X, while the notation pref, (x) is used to specify the prefix of x of the le!rlgth rv~. 
By definition, if IX 1 c n,then pdrefn (x) = X. For a language A?,, pref (I,) (req. ~~-~t~e~(L,)) 
denotes the set of all prefixes (resp. proper prej3xes) of words in L. Alll the notions 
defined above for prefixes can be defined for Euiiixes as -well. Then the notations 
of pref or Pref are replaced by suf or Suf. 
The notion of a homomorphism from C* into A* is central for this paper. With 
the exception of Sections 2 and 4 we co+ lJtder A -free hrPmomorphisms o 1’1 ly, i.e. 
homomorphisms for which h(a) # A, for all a in C. The following two cl;\*jses of 
homomorphisms over C = (0, 1) are important for us. We call a homomcq~hism 
h : C* + C* periodic if there exists a word p such that h(X) up”‘. By a marked 
homomorphism we mean a A-free homomorphism h satisfying pre,f& (0)) Z 
pref~(hW). 
Certainly, the above notions can be defined for arbitrary alphabets 21s well 
(provided that the cardinalit:{ of the range alphabet is at least as large as that of 
the domain alphabet). It is well known that a binary homomorphism h is nonperiodic 
if and only if h(O1) # h(lO) if and only if h is injective. 
We state now the central problem studied in this paper. This prohlcm was 
introduced and first studied by Post [12]. Later on the problem I-MS turned out to 
be one of the most useful decision problems within the formal language thc&iBry. 
Definition 2.1. Let h and g be two homomorphisms from 6” intro A*. ?%e Post 
Correspondence Problem (I ZY for short) is to determine whether or not thert.: exists 
a word kc, in C’ such that h(w) = g(w). If #Z = n, then we say that we dt!al with 
the Post Correspondence Problem of Iength n (PCP(n) for short). 
In this paper we shall show that PCP(2) is decidable. In fact, we shall show that 
even a more general problem than PCP(2) is decidable. The generalization,, for 
which the motivation becomes evident in the next section, is as follows. 
Definition 2.2. Let h and g be two homomorphisms fror I 2 WC into A* ancl let al, 
bl, a2, b2 be words over A. The Generalized Post Corrqot vz&nce Problem GPCP 
for short) is to determine whether 0~ not there exists a ‘-jvord HP in C’ sL:ld.:h t at 
a&(w)bl = a2g(w)b2. If #,X = n,, then we say that we dkal with lthe Gen.val’ized 
Post Correspondence Problem of L?ragth n (GPCP(n 1 for shoyt;. 
Let h, k:, al, 61, a2 and b2 be at; in Definit;on 2.2. TINYI d’= (cl, g, al, bl, az, b2) 
is rzo instance of GPCP. We sha:ll show that GPCP(2) is decidable, i.e. U-u!: there 
exists an algorithm which decides for a given instance I =3f GPCP(2) whe:lthe:r OI 
not there exists a word w in .X’ satisfying arh( w)bl = azg( w)b2 or, in othiet* words, 
whether or not d has a solution. When studying t:h.e decidabilty status of GNP(n) 
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we can certainly restrict the considerations to the case when C = A. Consequently, 
in the sequel 15 = A = (01, 11. 
Let I be anr instance of GICP(2) as a,bove. We say that I is periodic if either h 
or g is periodic, and that 1 is Ima&ed if h amd g are marked. It will turn out that 
it suffices to s’how that the pro’blem is decidable for periodic and marked instances 
of GPCP(2). 
Finally, we say that I, or a pair (Al, g) of homomorphisms, is unbalanced if either 
h(i)1 3 Ig(i$ for i = G, 1, or Ig(j)l2 Ihli)l, fior i = 0, 3. Otherwise I or (h, g) is callrd 
balanced. 
3. Reduction lelmrma 
In this sztion we show that in order to solve PCP(2) it sufkes to consider two 
kinds of homomorphisms: periodic and .marked. 
Reduction Lemma 3.1. For an instance I = (h, g, h, A, h, A) of PCP(2), where h and 
g are nonperiodic, one can effectively construct a marked instance I’ = 
(h’, g’, a;, bi, ai, b$) of GPCP(2) such that I has a solut~oiv; if and only if I’ has a 
sSolution. 
Proof Let cycl ble a mapping (0, l}* + (0, l}* defined as follows. For words w = cu, 
with c ~(0~1) and u ~(0, l}“, cycl(w) =: UC and cycl(A) =I A. Let cycr, = (cy& 
Clearly, for any mapping f : (0, 1)” + (0, 1}* and any word x in (0, 1)’ 
cm(f(~.)) = (17’efk,(f(~~)))-‘f(x) 9refk,(fl(-d), (1) 
where 0~ kl c IfWl and kl= k mod((f(x)l). 
NOW we start constructing I”. Since /L and g are nonperiodic h (01) # h (10) and 
g(Ollt rfg(lO). L t e z ( resp. v) be the maximal common prefix of h (01) and h( 10) 
(resp. g(M) and g(10)). By symmetry, we may assume that 1212 1~1. We define 
h’==cyci,l 0 h and g’=cyclVi ag. 
By the choice of z and v, h’ and g’ are homomorphisms and moreover they are 
marked. Further we set 
Then, by i, II ,‘I, it is immediate #that I has a solusion if and only if I’ has a slolution. LJ 
The above gives 8 motivation to study the Generalized Post Correspondence 
Problem. Indeed, the replacement of arbitrary b.Bmomorphisms by marked ones, 
which is very essential in our later considerations, can be done via this generalization. 
The above reduction lemma, can also be formulated for instances of GPCP(2). The 
reason why we took a nongeneralized case separately is that we want to have as 
simple as possible proof of the de&ability of PCP(2). 
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Lemma 3.2. For an instance I = (h, g,, al, 61, azs 62) of GPCP(2j, where h and g are 
nonperio&c, on:e can effectively construct J finite set NIAR[II) of marked instances 
of GPCP(2) and a constant q such that I has a solution qf the length at iemt q if 
and only if some instance in MAR(I) has a solution. 
Proof. We use the notations from the proof of Redue:idn Lemma. The homomorph- 
isms h’ and g’ are defined in the same way. The words a ‘1 and ai are now 
ai =a12 and a; =a2v. 
To define the b-words let I* be the minimal integer such that for every word 
x E (0, l}“, with 1x1= r, Ih( =‘z Ih( and lg(x)la 1;7(01)1. Then, for each u in {O, l}* 
with lul = r, we define 
&4 = z ‘h(u)61 and b&, = 8g(u)b2. 
Finally, let 
MAR(I) = {(h’, g’, 0 ‘1, b:,,, 14, bk) I u E Uk 11’1 
and 
q =2r. 
Then the lemma follows. Indeed, for words w, u E (0,l I*, with 1~ 12 r and llrl.‘= P, 
aih(wu)bi = a#‘(w)b;,, kfor i = 1,2. U 
4. Periodic instances 
In this section we settle the case when at least one of the homomorphisms 
involved in an instance of GPCP(2) is periodic. This also shows why we can restrict 
our attention to A-free homomorphisms elsewhere. Indeed, a homomorphism. over 
a binary alphabet which is not k-free is periodic. Basically, the solution is similar 
to that presented in [lo] for PCP(n ), see also [4j. 
Theorem 4.1. I‘r’ is decidable whether or not an instance I = (h, g, (2 7 btT az, 62) of 
GPCP, with h periodic:, h.as a solution. 
Proof. Let h(Z)(rp*. Define 
E1 = g-‘(a~nalp*blb;‘)g 
Lz={x d’*]Ih(x)l--ig(x>l =la:b2l-la1b11) 
and 
L = L,1 17 .L2. 







y F=, g-‘(o&p*blbi*) and jh(y>I - )g( y,l = la&l -la&l 
azg( ylibz E w% and blh(y)bd = la~g(y)b~l 
uzg(yk, a~h(y)b~ E w*bl and blh(y)bd = b2g(y)bl 
Hence I has a solution if and only if L is nonempty. 
The emptiness of L is seen to be decidable as follows. Let # : C* + N#’ be the 
Par ikh-mapping. Then 
LG1nLz==O iff +(LlnL2)=0 iff #(LI)n+(it2)=0r 
where the last equality follows since L2 = t,b-1($4!+2)). 
NOW observe that L1 is regular and hence $(L1) is semi-linear 
[73. The set 4%(&j, in turn, consists of nonnegative solutions of a 
in the sense of 
linear equation 
and so it is efIectiveIy semi-linear. Finally, the intersection of two semilinear sets 
is also effectively semi-lineiar. I-Ience the result follows. If necessary, the reader 
may consult [7]. U 
We want to emphasize that the assumption of a binzzry alphabet is Tut at all 
needed in the above proof. 
5. Some specidl instances 
In this section we c’.eal with some relatively simple cases which turn out to be 
important for the general solution and which we must settle separately. 
First we consider unbalanced instances of GPCP(2). 
Tkorem 5& It is decidable whether ayt unbalanced inst’ance I of GPCP(2) has a 
solution. 
roof. Let I = (h, g, al, bIL, a2, b2) with Ih( 3 jg(i$ for i = 0, 1. We define recur- 
sively the sets B/a as follows: 
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u i+l ={(h(c)-‘xg(c), g), ((xg(c)l-‘h(c), h) 1 (X9 5) E Q, C E (0, I.)} 
~-dk(c)-‘~h(c), ), (WW~-lg(c), g) 1 (x, h) E & c E (0, l}}. 
By definition, (undefined, h) and (undefined, g) are undefined. Intuitively, Ui gives 
all words u such that either alh(y) = azg( y)u or alh( y)u = azg( y) for some word 
y with the length i. Moreover, the second component indicates which homomorph- 
ism is “ahead”. 
Clearly, I has a solution if and only if some Uj either contains an element (Q, h) 
such that b1 = ~62 or it contains an element (~1, g) such that ubl = 62. Rut, by the 
form of (h, g) and by the recursive definition of the sets Ui, for each natural number 
q, there effectively exists a constant n, such that any (u, h) or (u, g), with lu I= q, 
OCCUTS in Uz, Ui if and only if it OCCWS in Ur$) Ui. 
So the theorem follows, since we must only check whether (tiJ$, g) or lb;&-‘, h! 
is in U~O Ui* 0 
The instances of GPCP(2) considered in the following four lemmas are called 
special. Our general techniques do not apply to them. The reader may skip these 
four lemmas now and return to them after getting a motivation from Section 7. 
In what follows p denotes a mapping of (0, 1) onto {0, 1) which is either the 
identity or the cyclic permutation, i.e. ~(0) = 1 and ~(1) = 0. 
Lemma 5.1. It is decidable whether or not an instance I = (h, g, al, /?I, ~2, b2) of 
GPcP(2) with h and g of the form 
h (9 E ‘j(l -j))*j, g(cL (9) E (j(1 -j))*j, 
h(l-i)~(,(l-j)j)~c(l-j), g(/Al-i))E (U-j)j)*(l -j), 
for some i and / in (0, 11 has a solution. 
Proof. Clearly, we may fix i and j, say i = 0 and j = 0. Then h(O), g(p.(O)) E (Ol)*O 
and h(l), g(p,(l)) E (lO)*l. 
We start toI “chase” a solution of I by generating the seq.ences 
(al, a2), (alh(il), azig(i (addi&), argWdh . l = 
and 
. . . , (h (jjlh gI jdl)bd, (h (jdh, g(jdbzh @I, b2) 
such that alh(il . . . i,) p-Fkef a2g(il . . . i,! and h( js. . . jl)bl p&f g(js. . . jl.)bz for 
t z= 1 and s 2 1. If for instance al = a2, then we actually generate two sequences 
from left to right. 
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The basic observation is that as long as the sequences c;ln be generated, O’s and 
l’s occur ailternatively, i.e. iI . . . it and jE . . . jl are in plcef( 0I )* u pref( lo)*. Hence, 
it can be decided whether or not at least one of these sequences is infinite and 
does not go into a cycle, Le.. at least one of the sequences of the differences is 
unbou:qdedl. If this is the case, it suffices, by the above perir:)dicity, to check whether 
liDrnOt alh(il . . . iq)bl = a2g(il . . . iq)b2 for some 4 smaller t1lan an effectively compw- 
table constant. 
In the other cases there are onkl/ a finite number of wor& to be checked through 
(including the wolrds which arc obtained by continuing the above sequences by one 
step in the case when both of the sequences terminate because the proper prefix 
or suffix requirement is not fulfilled). 17 
Lemma 5.2. Let I = (h, g, a I9 bl, ~2, &)I be an arbi.trary irzstant’e of GPCP(2) such 
that h and g are of the form 
h(i)E j*, g(cL (iN cc j*, 
h( 1 -i) E (1 -j)"j", g(p(l- i)) E (1 -j)*j’, 
where i and j are in (0, l}, kl = 0 and if k # @ (resp. 1 g 011, then Ig(&))l> k (resp. 
)h (i)l > 1). It is decidable w!sether or not such a:~ arbitrary I has a solution.. 
Proof. BJI symmettry, we .may set i = 0, j := 0 and 2 = 0. Consequently, h(0) E O*, 
h(1) E l*Ok, g(p(0)) E 0” asld g(:p(l)) E l*, with lg(p(O))I :> k. By Theorem 5.X, we 
may further assumt: that I is balanced. 
Again we start to “chase” a solution by generating the sequence 
(~1, ad, (driidg a&id), (addhid, a2ghiA l . . 
such that alh(il . . . il) &e,f azg(il . . . i,). In the cas:. off alI = a2 we actually generate 
two such sequences and i!f in these sequences at :;onne Y;tage the componen.ts #are 
equal, then the sequence -may branch into two sequences. Observe, however, that 
because of the form of (h, g) the branching may happen onlg at the very beginning 
and so cme can consider a Ifinite number of sequences ojbtained in the above way. 
Let us consider such a seqiuence. 
Now the following observation is crucial. Le.t (ai, ,&) denote the ith element in 
the above sequences. The number of change points, i.e. the number of positions 
where the letter changes into another one ia the words cy f*Pi or @T*ai, does not 
decrease. This is certainly true if Iall 2 Ia21 since in that ca.se very time when a 
change point is “eaten up” (during the generation of the sequence), a new one is 
produced. And this is also true in the case ial/ < Ia21 with the possible exceptions 
occurring at the very beginning of the process, i.e.. when a7”a2 is “eaten up”. Here 
the inequality Ig&(O))( > k is needed. 
The above guarantees that we can effectively decide whether or not out chase 
of a solution leads to a solution. 0 
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Lemma 5.3, For an instance I = (h, g, al, bl, a2, &) of GPCP(2) with cl and g of the 
f orm 
h(i) = j, g(M) = j, 
h(l--i)=((l-j)j”Y(l-j), g(~(l-i))=((l-j)j”)‘ti(l-j;, 
where i and j are in (0, l}, n 2 1. and N ie M, it is decidable whether or not it has iii 
solution. 
Proof. As before we may set i = 0 and j = 0. If p is the identity, then (h, g) i;;# 
unbalancedandwearedone.Consequently, h(0) = 0, h(1) = (lO”)N l,g(,O) = (10”)” 1. 
and g(1) = 0. If u is a solution of I, then necessarily #i(alh(u)bl) = #i(a2g(u)b2jq 




where ki = # i(C2b2) - #i(albl) for i = 0,l. Since 
D= ‘in: ‘:Llli =(n+ l)(N-M)#O, 
the system (1) has a unique solution, which proves the lemma. C3 
Lemma 5.4. Let 1’ = (h, g, al, b1, a2, b2) be an urbitrary instance of GFCP(2) with 6~ 
and g of the form 
h(i) = jj”, g(cL (iN =. jj’, 
h(l -i) = (1 - j)j*, g(lu(1 - 9) = (1 -.i)j’, 
for some i and j in (0, 1) and n, m, 1, k 3 1 with n -t m z k + 1. It is decidable whether 
or not I has a solution. 
Proof. We again set i = 0 and j = 0. The case when p is the identity is ciear. Indeed, 
when chasing a solution every time 1 is “eaten up” another is created and this is 
the only way how 1 may appear. We leave the details to the reader. 
So assume that h(0) = OO”, h(l) = Z O”‘, g(O) = 10k and g(1) = 00’. We use the 
same argument as in the previous proof. Now we obtain 
(n+l-k)#&)+im-(l+?)i+(u)=ko. 
(2) 
-#o(u) + #I(U) = k*., 
where ki = #i(a262)-#i(albl), for i =: 0,l. Now the determinant OI (2) is 
-13= -1 I n+l--k m-1-i] ++pn)_(k+l)&) * 11 I 
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Since D # 0, we are dofiz: the possible solution can be found from the set {u 1 u 
satisfies (2’)). C! 
6. Ekol construction 
Now we have come tlo the-central point of our solution for GPCP(2). As justified 
by results in Section 3 we consider from now on markted homomorphisms only. 
For these homomorphisms and for instances of GPCP12’ involving such homo- 
morphisms we present the transformation called the eqtiiality collector. This is tile 
fundamental notion of our solution. 
We start by an intuitive description of the basic idea behind this construction. 
Let h and g be marked homomorphisms ;and let a and p be: two words for which 
ar p-Pref& say a is a~ proper prefix of /3. We are interested in finding two words 
u anId tr such that atz(u) == &p(v). A natural way to start is as follows. Since p is 
“ahead” we look at the first letter of the difference cy --“p, <and since h is marked 
this letter defines uniquely a letter il from (0,l) such that (if the required LI and 
t’ exist at all) then u must start with iI. We iterate the procetss until a word il . . . i,, 
is found such that eitf.lcr ah( I;* . . . iF) = p or p is a proper pTefix Of ah(&“i . . i,,). Yn 
the second case we continue by changing the roFes of h anti g. Finally we get one 
of thle follow Izg ~~~,~i’r4izic~ . . Eit,her the process ends successfully, i.e. we find words 
if . . , i, and jI . . .js such that ah& . . . i,) =&(jl . . . jS), or it bllocks (i.e. in some 
step the continuation is not possible) or it continlles “infinitely long”. 
We formalize the above in the following way. 
Definiitian 6,1, Let h and g be marked homomorphisms of {O, l}* and let 
Q, /3 E (0, 1)” with Q Pwf @. We define an (cy, p)-sequen<*e Gth respect to h and g, 
in symbols (cy, p) h, R, inductively as folllows: 
(i) (a, /3,Z; = ((Y, p); 
(ii) For isO, 
i &h(i), ,G’) if (a, p>II.‘, = id, p’,, 
Let (a, /3):,‘,= (ai, Bi) svhenever it is defined. We say that (cu, /I),,., 
- is sr;cctrssful if, fo.r some i, cui = Pj (i.e. the proc,ess terminates for this reason), 
- b&ocks if for some i,, aj il-ptef’& and it is not true that [x, iz (i) 1?ef&, for any i in 
(0,1), or pi p-pref aj and it is not true that aj Prt+fpjg(i), for any i in (0, 11, 
- is infinite if (aj, pi) is dlefined for all i. 
In the first case we write s((cu, 6 )hJ = cw$ = pi), 
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Clearly, the above classification is exhaustive. Observe also that if (42, @h,R is 
successful, then for some words u and v 
and, moreover, u and u are minimal, i.e. thi: above equation does not hold for any 
pair (~8, ZJ’), where lu’l< 1~1 or lu”l< 1~1. The following lemma is also obvious, 
Lemma 6.1. IGiven! an arbitrary pair (h, g) of homomorphisms and words a and p, 
it is decidable whetizer or not the sequence (a, /3)h,p ir successful, infinite or blocks. 
Before setting our central definition we need some notation. Let (h, g) be an 
ordered pair of ma.rked homomorphisms. Then a mapping )(~h,~ (orh for short) of 
(0, 1) onto (0, 1) is cjefined by . 
F(i) = ’ 
for i - 0, 1, if prtfl (h W = pref 1( g KM, 
1 --i for i = 0, 1, if pr&(h(O)) # pref3( g(O)). 
Consequently, prefi(h(i)) = pref3gW)) for i = 0,l. We call a pair (!I, gJ[ of marked 
homomorphisms uccessful if both (h(O), g(t40)))h.g and (h(l), g(p(l)))h,R are 
successful. 
Definition 6.2. Let ( h, g) be a successfuI pair of homomorphisms. Then qthe quality 
collector of (h, g), cfenoteo as ecol(h, g), is the pair (6, #) of homomorphisms of 
(0, 1)” defined by 
E(O) = h-‘(Nh(O), g(AO)))/J), K(I) = h-‘(s((h(l), gMU))~&), 
g(O) = g-‘(s((h(O), s(IA.(O)))h.& g(l) := g-‘(M(l), g(/& UN/,,,!). 
The following remarks concerning the above definition are in order. Since h and 
g are marked they are nonperiodic and hence injective. So the valces of K(i) and 
g(i) are well defined. 0b serve also that 6 and g are marked. Finally, ‘wc want to 
emphasize that the above definition can be described in a very iliustrative way. 
Indeed, since the pair (13, g) is successful we have something as follows: 
h (0) = h (i3) h(i,i 
I------ 4 
v*---i 
g(:.NN = g(i1) R(iA 
and 
h(1) = h(k3) h(kS j 
t---_‘--t------I 
tI___.~-~ 
gWN = dnd R(f%j 
With these notations 
it’(O) f= il . . . ir, K(l) = k; . n . k,, 
g(O) == jl , y . j,,, g(l) =: nl . II . nq. 
Observe also that 
kr(E(i)) := ,g(@[i)) for i = 0, 1, 
i.e. the pairs (h(O), g(0)) and (K(l), g(l)) a:re solutions of the equation h(u) = g(w). 
Moreover, they are the only minimal solutions, i.e. for any solution (u’, w’) either 
/i’(O) pref u’ and g(O) pref w’ or J(l) pref d’ and g(l) pref w’. 
The usefulness of the ecol construction relies on the fact that (F, g):, if it exists, 
is a “smaller” pair of homomorphisms than (h, g 11 (except for some special cases). 
To be able to show this we now define what we mean by “‘smaller”. 
DcfUiom 6.3, Let (h, g) be a pair of homomorphisms of (0, d )*. W!F: define the 
size of (h, g), in symbols a(h, g), to be 
cr(h, g) = #p-suJf{h(0), h(l)}+ #p-suf(g% g(l% 
W’e first show that the ecol construction never enlarges~ the size of a pair of 
homomorphisms. 
i&ma&a 6.2. Let {h, g) be, cc successful pair of hamomorphisw wd let ecol(h, g) = 
(69). Then 
o(& g) s u(h, g). 
lProof. Let us recall the figure following Definition 6.2, i.e. fet h (il. . . it) = g( jl . . . jr) 
and h(k:, . . . k,) = g(nt . . . n,), where il = 0, k1 = 1 and t, r, s and q are as small as 
possible, so that g(O) = il. . . it, /r(l) = &I . . . k,, g”(0) = jr . 1 . jr and g(1) = 
nr.. . n,. We consider the sequences 
21 9’.‘9 & +r-2 and ~1, . . . , ys cq-2 
of nonempty labeled suffixes encountered in the step by step generation of the 
succe&ul s equences (h (0), g(l,c (0)))ih,g and (111 (l), g(cb (l:l)‘)hVg, respective!ly. The 
sufIixes are labeled in thtl sense that each of them (contains alao information whether 
it is obtained from (h(0j1, ,4(l)} or {g(O), g(l)} in the construction. 
We first observe that neither the z-sequence nor the y-sequen.ce can contain 
repetitions. This is because h and1 g are marked ;r!nd the sequences (h (0), g(p (O))),, 
and th (l), g(ce (Wh,, are successful. If zhe same holds true fur the combined 
sequence 21,. . . 9 &+-2, YI, . . . v ys+q-2 we are done. Indeed, in that case 
dh, g)w-wts-i-q-d=o-(K, a’). 
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It c*emains the case when, ;or some FF: G t 7 r -2 and i I=, s + q -2,, z,,* = yI. Let : 
and HI be minimal. Then 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
7. Detailed analysis of ecoi(h, g) 
In this section we sharpen Lemma 6.2. We analyse the implications of the equality 
~(6, g) = cr(h, g). It turn:; out that the equality is possibk only in some special cases. 
Lemma 7.1. Let (h, g) be 
let ecol(h, g) = (6, $j>. If 
then either 
a balanced and successful pair of homomorphisms and 
(i) L=(h(O), h(l),qg(0)l g(l))~prtlf(Ol~*upref(lO)* 
(ii) {h(i)., g(p(i))&j* forsomeiwdjin (0, 1). 
Proof. The b:Gc argument of the proof goes as follows: By the proof of Lemma 
6.2, the equality means that all the sufkes from {g(O), g(l)} and from {h(O), h1(1)} 
are encountered in the construction of $, g 1. In particular, it follows that for any 
proser suffix QI from {h(O), h(l)} (resp. from {g(O), g( 1)):) either a Pref g(O) or LY 
_!+e; g(1) (resp. cy Pref h(0) or Q Pref g(1)). 
We have two ctses. 
Case I. p = min{lx 1 IX E L} > 1. We assume that (i) is no{ satisfied, i.e. L contains 
a word 00 (or symmetrically 11) as a subworsl, say 
h(0) = x,OOxz for some words x1 and x2. 
Then, by above, either g(O) Pref (xy’h[O)) c.r g(1) Pref ($h(O)). Let this be true 
for g(i). Then, since Ig( l>\ 3 2, 
g(1) = 00x3 for some x3. 
Ht:nce h (p,( 1)) starts with two O’s, say 
h(F(l))=OOxJ forsomex4. 
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We apply our basic a.rgument and conclude that the situation can be illustrated as. 
D 
h(ru-(1)) -- --i 
o 0 
t- 
-- . . I. 
iall of these 
are g( 1)‘s 
,.JE__... 
i.e. h(p( I )) E O*. !.3~ymmetrically g( 1) E O”, and so (ii) is satisfiled. 
~c%s&? i?:,,. F = 1. Let (g(O)1 = 1, say g(0) = 0. If h (p (0)) E Of* we are done: (ii) is 
satkffied. So assume that 
h(p(0)) z= OX&~. for some ~‘5 and ~6. 
Now the basic argument, applied to the suffixes .x6 and 1% (CL (1)) of {h(O), h (1)}, 
yields that 
[reInember that ]g! 1 )I > 1, because Ig(O)l = 1 and (h, g) is balanced). If g( 1) = x71 lx&, 
for some x7 and x8, then proceeding as in Case 1 we conclude that either (ii) is 
satisfied of h (p ( 1)) = 1. 
Assume first that h (p ( 1)) f 1. If (ii) is not satisfied, then 
g(l)E(lo+)+l. 
?%w we again apply our blasic argument. To obtain all the suffixes of g(l), necessarily 
g(l)Ello)+l. 
This is because fr(~(O)) == O~~lx~~:, and !z(p(l)) == 1x9, for some x9. Moreover, h(p(O)) 
must be of the form 
h(p(O)) = 01.~~) for somfe xlo. 
Now we claim that !t (/Y, (0)) cannot contain ltwo consecutive O’s or 1’s. This follows, 
again by our ksic argument, since g(0) = 0, g(l) E (10) 1 and prefi(h(p(0)) = 01. 
Consequently, 
h (F CO)) E pref(Ul)*. 
Exactly the samfe arguunent shows tkat 
Now instead of prefi(b (p (0))) = 01 we use the equality przfl(h (CL (1))) = 1. SO (i) is 
satisfkd in this subcas#ti 
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The remaining possibility is h ( pc (1)) = 1, i.e. we have altogether 
h(M)) = 1, 
where the formula for ,h (CL (0)) follows by symmetry. 
Again we apply our basic argument o g(1): either h (p(O)) E 0* or g( 3 j E l’# or 
g(1) is in (l+O)+l. he first two possib;lities leads to (ii). Hence,, by symmetry, the 
remaining case is: 
R(0) = (1, h(p(Ojj E (O+Q+O, 
g(l)E(l+Oj+f, h(&ljj= 1. 
In this case our basic argument immediately ields that 
g(l) E (lo)‘1 and h(p(O)) (z (Ol)+O, 
Hence, (i) is satisfied and our proof is complete. Cl 
We will analyse now special cases of Lemma 7.1. In the case (i) we have the 








h (0‘1 E (01 )*, 
h(1 j E (lo)“, 
h (0) E (01 j*o, 
h(l)E (loj*, 
h (0) E (Ol)*O, 
h(1) cz (lO)*l, 
h (0) E (Ol)*O, 
h(1) E (l(Y)*, 
h (0) E (Ol)*O, 
h (1) E (lO)*, 
h (0) E (Ol)*O, 
h(l)E (lO)*l, 
h (0) E (Ol)“O, 
h(l)E (lO)*k, 
We must use different techniques in different cases. First we shOw that the cases 
II and V are impossible. 
Lemma 7.2. For @zrr~ of homomorphisms of the fjrm II or V, the sequence 
(h (Oh gb UN) h,g i$ not successful. 
Proof. In case II the relation h(Ox) Prelpg(p (0)~) implies that x E 1” and y E (p(W)*. 
Hence the result follows because sufi (h (1)) f sufi( g(p (0))). 
The case V is even simpler. Indeed: the relation sufd h (0)) = sufi (h (1)) 55 
~ufi(gudw) = sufi( g(~(2)~) guarantees the result. Cl 
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Iv, cases I, IV and VI (6, g), if it exists, is strictly “smaller” than (h, g). 
bnlma 7,3, Let (A, g) be a balanced pair of homomorphisms of the form I, IV or 
VI. 0’ (h, g) is successful, then o.(&g) s: c+(h, g). 
ox&. In case I suffixf::s (IO*)1 are not encountered in the construction of (5 gj. 
In case IV the same holds true for the suffix 0 of h (1). 
In case VI we first conclude that, because (h, g) is balanced, either h (0) r3r h (1) 
is of the length not. smaller than three. Consequently 0 or 01 is a proper suffix in 
{h(O), h (1)) but it iis, not emlcountlerecl in thle construction of (g, g\. This is because 
slrfl(,g(O)):=sufi(gl:lj):=O while sufl(k(OjO-‘j=suf#(l)(Ol)-‘)= I. Cl 
Case III is dealt as follows. 
LeInmar 7.4. For successful pairs (h, gj of homomorphisms of the form III either 
!:i) G(O), g(Ec (:O)H& or (&l.),l !%~(l)))&~ 
is not succ~!ss ful, or 
(iii) I& i)l 2 (g(i)1 for i =: 0,l. 
Proof. In th,is case the relation h(Oxj = g(p(O)yj, with x and y minimal, implies 
that x E (IO) “1 and y E (p(O))*. So bJ/ symmetry, 
_L 
h (0) E (01 j’, g(O) E (El (W’, 
~(I) E ( 10j-+s g(ljc (&4(l))-+. 
Consequently, the result f’oilows. Cl 
The case WI is one of tour speciali cases from Section 5 (cf. Le,mma 5.1). So our 
analysis of ease (i) of Lemma 7.1 is finished. 
Now we consider cast (ii) of Lem;ma 7.1. 
Lenrrma 73, Let (h, g) b4e a succesful and (bar’anced pair qf homomorphisms such 
thlzs {h(rfj, &r:i,:~) G j* for some i and j i,n .fO, l}, and let ecfA(h, g) = (6, 9). If 
(~(6, g) =r cT( h, g), then either the pair (& g) is not successfu.l or h and g or 6 and 4 are 
in one of t,;!e foElowing forms: 
(i) h(i) 65 j*l g(p (i>) Ej*, 
he(l -ij E (1- jj*ik, g&(1 -i)) E (1- jj*j’, 
where i and j are in (0, 1}, k/ = 0 a,md if k # 0 (resp. 1 # 0), then Ig(p(ij)l> k (reqx 
i/e (i)l> I); 8r 
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(ii) h(i) = j, 8 1~ (i)) = j, 
h(1 -i) = ((1 -J;)i”)N(l -j), g(CL(l-i))=((f-j)j”)“(l--j), 
whereiandjarein {O, l}, n>O andN$M; (1% 
(iii) h(i) = jjn9 
h(l -i) z (l- j)jn’, g(p(l -i>) = (I- j)jk, 
whereiandjarein (O,l),~~ndn,m,k,l’~l withn+m#k:+H. 
Proof. By symmetry, we may set i = 0 and i = 0. Hence our starting point is as 
follows: 
h (0) E O’, g(y (0)) E o’, 
h(1) E lZ*, 
As in the proof of Lemma. 7.1 we iteratively apply the basic argu_ment presented 
therein. We consider separately three different cases. 
Case 1: h(0) = 0 = g(F(cS)). Since (h, g) is balanced if h (1) or g&b (1)) contains 
11 as a subword then they are both in l.+ (cf. Case 1 of the proof of Lemma 7.1 j. 
Consequently, (i) is satisfied or otherwise h (19, g(p (1)) E pref(l.0’)“. In the latter 
case the suffixes of 1 -‘h(l) and l-‘g(p(l)) may be encountered in the construction 
of (6, g) only if sufi(h(‘1)) =sufi(g(p(l))) = 1. Consequently, h(l), g(p(l))E 
(lO*)‘l.Further the number of O’s between any two occurre:lces of 1 must be the 
same. Otherwise h( 1) or g(p(1)) would contain a sutfix which is not met in 
constructing(~,~).Hence,h(1)=(iO”)N1andg(~(l))=(10”~M1forso~n~~,N,M~ 
l.HfN =iM,ther#(i)l= 1 = Ig(i)l,fori = 0, l,andhencetheequalitycr(& gj = o(h, g) 
does not hold. 
Case 2: h (0) = 0 and g(p, (0)) E 90’ (or symmetrically h (0) c OO+ and g(p (0)) = 0). 
Sbce (h, g) is balanced Ih( > 1. If g(p(1)) -F 3 .‘ fhl ckr;r& h (1) = 1’0 and so (i) 
is satisfied. If, in turn, Ig(p( 1))j > 1 then either h (1) and g(p (1)j are in 1’ or they 
are in pref(lO+)+ as in Case 1. The first possibility leads to (i). In the second case 
we conclude, by the fact g(p (0)) E 00”, that h (1) E lo+. Furthermore the number 
of O’s in h (1) is either 0 or 1. This is seen since h (0) = 0, g (p (0)) E 00’ and 
g(p (0)) E pref(lO’)‘. Consequently, h (1) = I or h (1) = 10 and so I;,h, g) is unbal- 
anced, which completes Case 2. 
Case 3: h (0) E 00’ and g (cl (0)) E 00’. If one of the h(l), g(p (1)) equals 1, then 
the other one belongs to l+O*, say h (1) = 1 and g(p (1)) E l+O’. If I >1~ Ig(p (Q))/, then 
O’-’ alppears in p-suf( g(O), g(1)) but is not encountered in the construction I:)f (6 g)p 
because 1 h (0913 2 and h (1:) = 1. Consequently, Ig(p (@)I 3 1. Since (h, g> iis balanced, 
Ih (0)l > min{lg(ls. (O))(, jg(p (l))j} 2 1. So (i) is satisfied in this case. 
We still have to consider the case when h ( 1)1~:2 and Ig(p(l))l 2 2. In that case 
both h(1) and g(ih(l)) are in 1’ or lo+. The first possibility yields (8). 
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‘Ihe st;cond possibility is handled as follows. If (h, g) does not kiatisfy (iii), i.e. 
the lengtii quiremcntis no: f~lfillled, then Ih(Ol)l = Ig(ol)/. Consequently, K(O) E O’, 
Ji(I)Eprr?f(I0j, ;~(O)EE;IL(O))’ and B(I~~~~~~~(y.(1)~~((ji)\i. If i&1)( = 1 or 
j,8ca )I= f , tht::n we are done: (6 ,@ is of the form (i), So let /?I) = 10 and g(l) = 
/A!( ?l)p(O). Now it must be the identity; otherwise (g, g) is not szcessful. Finally we 
use the assumption a(!~, g ) = ~(6, g) to conciude that (.& g) is of the fotim (iii). Inrieed. 
by zthis assumption, $(O)l= Ig(O)[ and (g(O)1 = Ih( and so (K(OI)( f (g(Ol)j. 
Hence: our proof of Lemma 7.5 is complete. q 
A pair (h, g) of homomorphisms :is called special if it is either in one of the forms 
#-(iii) from the statement of Lemma 7.5 or it is of the form VII (see the listing 
of forms following Lemma 7.1). 
An instalrrce 1 of GPCP(2) is called s@al whenever the pair of homomorphisms 
in I is special. Using these noti,ons we combine now the resuits of this section. 
Basis IL+~mr~a7,6,, Let (h, g) be a puir of marked homomorphisms. Then at least one 
of tk folio wing clonditions holds true : 
Cal (lt, g) is rrot successful, 
ib) tit, g) is unbalanced, 
ic) ch, g) is special, 
(d) &, g, ec: cy.(h, g), 
de) (6, jj ) is &her special,, un bala riced or not successful, 
where in the lcrst two cases (il’, $j) = rWW2, g)* 
We conclude this section by observing that if I is a successful instance of GPCP(2), 
then ecol(i), with few exceptions, is strictly smaller thian I. Moreover, in the 
exceptional cases either ecol(2’) is not successful or either I or ecol(1) is of the 
fern@ &ale *yi:h in Section 5. Consequently the base for induction has been laid. 
In this sizction we show how to use the ecol lcotistruction in solving GPCP(2). 
First we extend the notion cl>f the ecol transformaition to instances of GPCP(2). 
Deai&iost 8.1. Let I = (h, g, al, b,, a2, b2) be a marked ins’tance of GPCP(2) such 
that the squel:ce (aI, az)h., and the pair c’h, g) of hornomorphisrns are successful 
and the equation h(u)bl = g(w)& has a solution. An equality collector of I, in 
symbols col(lj, is any instance 9 - (6, ,& dl, 61, &, & 1 of GPCP(2) such that 
(6, @ = ecol(h, g), 
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and (61,&) is a minimal solution of the equation h(u)bl = g(~)bz, i.e. a solution 
such th&t the equation does not have any solution (u’, w’) satisfying u’ p-przf & or 
w’ p-pref &. The set of all equality collectors of 1’ is denoted bly ECOL(l i. 
Clearly, ii’1 and & are unique, while the pair (61, 62) need not be unique. 
Indeed, there may be one or two minimal solutions, one of the form (0~1, C,C (0) wl) 
and the other of the form (1~2, p(l)w2). Consequently, #ECOL(I) s 2. Observe 
also that since h and g are marke 
l&l, Ia29 s: max{lh(Ol)l, (g(Wl) + lalazi 
and 
nition 8.2. Let I be a marked instance of GPCP(2) such that ECOL(I) # 8. 
Then we say that i’ is successful. Otherwise I is called unsuccessful. 
Basically because of Lemma 6.1, it is decidable whether a given instance I is 
successful. 
The following result underlies the use of the ecol transformation in solving 
GPCP(2). 
lkoreum 8.1. Let1 = (h, g!, al, bl, a2, b2) be a swcessful instance of GPCP(2). Then 
I has a solution if ad only if it has a solution no longer than k = 
2 maxW01)l, IgUWI+ I a1a2blb21 or for some J:n ECOL(I), J has a solution. 
Proof, Assume first that f has a solution y with Iyl> k, i.e. alh(y)bl = azg(y)bz 
Since Iyla k and ‘I is successful we may decompose y in two ways. 
Y = YO.lYl.~ ’ . l Yr.1 = yo,2y1,2 ’ l l yr,2 for some t 3 I., (1) 
where 
h(yi.1) = g(yi.2) flor i = 1, . . , t - 1, 
h (r,l)bl = g(rt,z)bz, 
and moreover none of these equations holds true for a pair of words where at least 
one of the components in, a proper prefix of the given one. Consequently, (Y~J, 3/r,z) 
is a minimal solution in the sense of Definition 8.1. Let J be the ecol version of I 
associated with this minimal solution and let 
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Then, by the definition of Jr and by (1)) we obtain 
Hence, CT ifi a solution of J. 
Conversely, assume that an ecol version J = (6,8, & ., 61, a’~~ &) has a solution 
p, Le. 
ID, &.J)Fl = &g(p)&. 
Recalling the definition of the ecol version we see that 
Consequently, 7‘,-, a’t 6(p)& = a’2g(p)& is a solution of I. q 
9. Wns~~cccssful instances 
I-Iere we settle the case of unsuccessful instances of GPCP(2). 
Theorem 9,l. It is decidable whether or not an unsuccessful instance I = 
(h, g, al, bl, a2, 62) of GPCP(2) has a solution. 
Proof. We have to consider quite a large number of different cases dlepending on 
tire way in which I ia unsuccessful. We may assume that al Ref az. 
Case 1: (an, a2)h,g blocks. Now the equation alh(xl) Pref azh(x2) holds true for 
a finite n-umber of pairs (xl, x2) only, and consequently if I has a solution, then it 
is found by checking through a finite set of words. 
Case 2: Cal, a ) 2 h,g is infinite. In this. case we first search words tl, t2, p1 and p2 
such that the equation 
adz(a) Pref a&J 
implies 
Xi Epref(tipr) for S: = 1,2. 
Clearly, possible solutions of 1 are among the common prefixes of t:ip? and t2pT. 
FF pref (tlpf) # pref &pz), then there are only a finite numbe:r of candidates to be 
checked and hence we are done. So let t and p be words such that 
prefitlpT) =pref(tp*) =pref(t=pf). (1) 
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“JThe case Ih( f: lg(p)l, is not di6cult to settle: Indeed., in this case we can 
effectively find a constant rk such that for words .Y* in (I), with iwla k, 
which guarantees that if I has a solution it has such one shorter than k. 
If, iin turn, Ih @)I= 1 g( p)l, then the sets 
f-4 = {blh (x?)-‘cz&) 1 x E prefttp”)} 
and 
EZ =((a~g(x))%lh(x)Ix Epref(tp*)} 
are finite and hence to test. whether or not I has a solution it suffices to test whether 
thltre exists a word w in L1 such thlat M& = 61 or whether there exists a word u in 
L;! such that 62 = ubl. 
This completes the proof of Case 2. 
Case 3: (al, u& is successful. Here we have several subcases. 
ri) both (h(O), g(ti (W)h,s and (KU, g(p(l)))h.b: blocks. 
Here we can apply the reasoning from Case 1. 
(ii) (h (O), g(p (f.WK is infinite and (h(l), g(ilS (l))),,,, blocks, or the other way 
around. 
This case can be settled analogously to Case Z. Indeed, if a solution exists then 
it can be found from an effectively constructibie set F upref(tp*), where F is a 
finite set and l, p E (0, 1)“. 
(iii) (!I (O), g(p (O))),,, is successful and (h (I), g(p (1 :))h,g blocks, or vice versa. 
This is essentially similar to Case 3 (ii,). Now, if a solution exists, then it can be 
found in a set F upref(tp%), where F is a finite set and t, p, s E (0, 1)“. 
(iv) both (h(O), g(cc (0))) h,s and (h (1), :rg(p (l))“,,, are successful. 
Wee I is unsuccessful the equation h(u)bl = gjwv)bz has no solution (u, w). 
Ccjnsequently, if 1 has solutions at all they must ?se among the prefixes of the word 
d1 = h -‘(a ? (3 ((a 1, &dh.d))- 
l(v) both (h(O), g(p(0)))h.g and (h(l), g(p(l)))rl.g are infinite. 
This is again essentially similar to Case 2. Now we can effectively construct words 
t, p, (7 and s in {0,1}4’ such that if I has a solution, then it has a solution in the set 
ppi.lf( tp*:, upnf(sq”). Consequently, a solution of I can be: effectively found (if it 
exists at all). 
I$) (h(O), g(@(O)))h,n is successful and (h(? ), !? (@( 1)))h.g is infinil:e, oi vice versa* 
This is the most complicated case. We tirst look for WO~S ti, pie, rI, qi, oi and or, 
for i = 1,2, such that pi and qi are nonernpty and the equalion 
(2) 
implies .that, for bolth i = ‘1 and B = 2, either 
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Whether the first case leads to a solution can be decided as in Case 2. 
So it remains to be shown that we can decide whether or not I has a solution 
s,atis:lying (4). We have two subcases. 
(a) lp,l# 1~~1. First we look for a constant yto such that if the languages 
~:lrefftrp~rlq?T) andpref(t&tzqz), for each rz ano, have arbitrarily iong common 
prefixes, then necessarily, for n 2 no and i = 1,2, 
riplriq: E pref (tp*) 
(INhere t and p are some words in (0, I}*. If the above common prefix condition is 
not r,atisfied, then FbossibIe solutions can be found applying, possibly several times, 
arguments from Case 2. Hf this condition is satisfied, then again the existence of a 
soNon of I satisfying (4), with IZ 2 no, can be decided as in Case 2. The same 
holds true also for each II < yto. 
(6) lpll = 1~21. Now if the languages pref(tlpTrlqT) and pref(tzpZrzqz) have 
arbitrarily long common prefixes only for small values of sz, say pz c nl, then the 
tzxistence of a solution of I can be decided using several times arguments from 
Case 2. In the other case we can find words t, p, ri and ri in (0, lj* such that p, 
ri and r; are non.empty and 
We sho?lld be able EO decide whether there exisrs a solution of I in ppef( p”r: 4: ) n 
.wef( tp”r;qg ) for some n 2 0. IA first jh( pl! = Ig(p)l. Assuming that lalh(t)l a 
‘;CrZg(t)l we Imay find a constant nz such that 
(a.Lg(4~“2))-‘alh(tpn”) = (azgCtpn2”)~-‘a~h(t~~2+*). 
Consequently, if I has a solution at all, then it has a solution In 
pref(tpY;qT) npref (tprz2r$q2*) for some n s n2 -t- 1. 
Hence the methods of Case 2. becomes apphcable. 
We still have to consider the case when lh(p)l f Ig(p)\, say Ig(p)l>\h(p)l. Let 
Erst /g(q2)l 2 lh(q& We look for a constant n5 such that 
for all n 3 123 and p’ E pr~f(pr$q~). Conseq-rently, 1 casmot have solutions in 
tp:pref(priqZb, for n 3 n 3. Whether or not I has solutions in pref (tp"r$qg ) for 
some fixed 52 c n3 can be decidedl as in Case 2. 
Secondly, let Ig(qz)/ < Ih(q Let wj and k be natural numbers satisfying 
m(kOl-iMp)l) = k(Ih(q~)l-l~~14~~1)) jr~b#+lh(qGj and ~l~:(qdl~lMqdl+ 
ma.x{lb;‘b& (6Z1blj). 
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Now we choose a constant n4 such that 
anti 
for all n a- & and p’ E ~~&~r;qz). Assume that I has a solution w = rpNx, with 
N azr24+- m and x ~pref(r;qz). We claim that I has a solution fpN -“‘Z for some 
x’ E pWf(r;q;). 
Since w is a solution of I, (7) implies that x = && Y’ for some x’. Ll;t w ’ = tp N -“?;x’. 
Then, by the choice of II: and ~2, 
Further, from the choice of k, from (7) and from tile fact that tp”x is a solution of I,, 
it follows that 
(U *h (tpN4 ))-‘a2g~wN~; )p~~fihlq2)~+lglq2~~ f $qd*j E pref(h WI 
This together with (7), the choice of k and (6) im;4ies that 
s~~(g(p*&~)) =s~f(h(qz)*q’) and :xf(h(p*)r;) =suf(h(qz)*) 
, for some q’ E pref (h (qz)). Consequently, by (8), 
showing that W’ is also a solution of I. In the abcl,ve we have used three times the 
following well-known result (see, e.g., [g]): if two ildords CY’ and 0” have a common 
prefix of the length lcvl+ IpI, then cy and p are liowers of the same word. So we 
conclude that if I has solutions at all, then it hss solutions in prefhtp”r$qz*), for 
some tt G n4 + rn. Hence the methods of Case 2 be;ome applicable, which completcj 
our proof of Case 3 and hence the proof of the theorem. El 
18. Mlain result 
Finally, we are ready to establish our main rest4t. 
T1Bgwwm BQ.1. It is decidable whether or not a,Fz L rbitmry instance of PCP(2) has u 
soIu!ion. 
Prmf. The algorithm is described in the flowcha; t shown in Fig. 1. The following 
comments are in order. The block of the form (\@ denotes that at this point we 
decide whether or not an instance of GPCP(2) in question has a solution. Further- 
more the word “special” refers to special instances defined in Section 7. 
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” 
z2 i := 1 3 ._
1 Eco 1 vers ians 1 
I(i,k) := Ik 
I . 
Fig. 1. PCP(2)-algorithm. 
:= Yes 
:= Yes 
That our algorithm terminates i  seen as follows. Certainly, it is decidable whether 
or riot a given instance 1 of GPCP(2) is periodic, unbalanwd, special or unsuccessful. 
For each of these the existence of a solution can be decided by Theorem 4.1, 
Theorem 5.1, Lcmimas 5. i--S A and T”heOrem 9.1, respectiveiy . Moreover, by the 
Basic Lemma, if 1 is in none oi the above: forms, then the instanoes in ECOL(I) 
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are strictly smaller than I;, i.e. (6, g) < (k, g), with the possible exception of the case 
(e) of the Basic Lemma. And in that case the ecoll;l)‘s are either special Ior 
unbalanced or unsuccessful which guarantees the termination during the next cycle. 
Consequently, our algorithm will always terminate, 
That the answer obtained is correct follows &or-n ‘Theo-em 8.1 and the Reduction 
:,emma. Theorem 8.1 also gives an upper bound for the length of words needed 
to bcz considered separately. A bound is K-=2 max{Iti (Ol)l, lg(Ol)l}+ lala~b&l, 
depezding on an instance in question. [5 
Actually we have proved even a stronger esult. 
Theor-em 10.2. It is decidable whether or sot m arbitrary instance of GPClP(2) hm 
a sol14 Goon. 
Proof, The only difference from above is that now when constructing marked 
versions we obtain a finite set of new instances instelad of one only, cf. 
Lemma 3.2. 0 
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